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	Going Pro with Cubase 5 provides a useful guidebook for those who are ready to jump to the next step with Cubase and would like some expert-level tips, tricks, and advice to help them truly master the program. Do you already know how to record MIDI and audio in Cubase? Do you already know Cubase?s basic tools and terminology? Do you think and work in musical terms, such as bars and beats? Great, than you?re ready to ?go pro? with Cubase! The overall goal is to get you working quickly and utilizing the newest and best features in Cubase 5 at a professional level without wasting your time. Certain components are summarized in ways that the manual doesn?t so that you can get a quick overview without getting lost in details. You?ll learn how to get the most out of Cubase 5 when using Steinberg?s innovative CC121 controller and MR816 CSX audio interface. You?ll also get an inside look at WaveLab and HALion 3 and why you might want to consider adding them to your setup if you haven?t already. You?ll discover pro mixing techniques that can be acheived without even touching a fader. And you?ll get step-by-step instructions on how to interface your Cubase projects with Pro Tools, Nuendo, and other DAWs available on the market. You?ll also discover many more expert-level recording techniques in this succinct, to-the-point guide that will have your friends and colleagues asking ?how?d you do that!?? So what are you waiting for? Increased mastery is only a few clicks away.
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ACT! by Sage For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Are you ready to reap the benefits of the bestselling contact relationship manager (CRM) software on the market today? Well, then—get into the act with ACT! 2008 and find out how the latest version of this exciting software enables you to set up a database that’s right for you so that you can focus on your business and career...
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Moving to VB .NET: Strategies, Concepts, and CodeApress, 2001

	Visual Basic guru Dan Appleman exposes the reality behind the VB .NET hype, and shows you how to evaluate this technology in the context of your specific problems. The book is divided into three parts: Strategies, Concepts, and Code. In Strategies, you'll learn how VB .NET is perfect for new development of web and other...
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Ethereal Packet SniffingSyngress Publishing, 2004
Ethereal offers more protocol decoding and reassembly than any free sniffer  out there and ranks well among the commercial tools. You’ve all used tools like  tcpdump or windump to examine individual packets, but Ethereal makes it easier  to make sense of a stream of ongoing network communications. Ethereal not only  makes network...
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Artificial Intelligence Applications for Improved Software Engineering Development: New ProspectsInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Despite decades of research, developing software that is fit for purpose, developed on time, and within budget remains a challenge. Many researchers have advocated the use of artificial intelligence techniques such as knowledge-based systems, neural networks, and data mining as a way of addressing these difficulties.
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Team Collaboration: Using Microsoft Office for More Effective Teamwork (Business Skills)Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Set the stage for more effective collaboration in your organization using Microsoft Office. Whether coordinating a cross-team project or leading your workgroup, you’ll discover how to combine your skills with Office programs with best practices for enabling your team’s best work.
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Python Programming for ArduinoPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop practical Internet of Things prototypes and applications with Arduino and Python


	About This Book

	
		Transform your hardware ideas into real-world applications using Arduino and Python
	
		Design and develop hardware prototypes, interactive user interfaces, and cloud-connected...
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